izo        PRESS  CONTROLLERS DREAD  CHANGE
lifted as they stood: there is a familiar journalists'
tale of a provincial editor too hurried to write a leader
who clipped the first leading article, wrote "What
does Tie Times mean by this J " at the top and printed it
word for word* Often passages were quoted with
acknowledgment. Usually, in matters of national rather
than Party interest, the tone of Tie Times was the tone in
which the Press generally spoke*
Tie Times now reflects reasoned, progressive opinion
far too seldom* Buckle made it the obedient mouth-
piece of Tory Governments* The Thunderer became the
penny whistle* With occasional breaks, it has for the
whole period of Geoffrey Dawson's second editorship
(that is, since iqzz) supported Baldwin with dog-like
fidelity* It might over and over again have interpreted
the feelings and the intellect of the more thottghtful
section of the community* It has, on the contrary,
fallen into step with the " blear-eyed majority*"
It praised the Versailles Treaty as the most just that
history could produce, and, when Hitler tore it across
(not without justification), admitted that it was difficult
to defend* It stigmatized as crime the Hoare—Laval
proposal to buy the Italian burglar off with part of what
he was packing up : yet, when he had gassed the house-
holder and made his robbery complete, it argued that the
best thing to do was to be as friendly with him as we could.
During the disturbed and puzzling kaleidoscope of
happenings in the international sphere, since Peace broke
out with worse effects than war, newspapers of the
better kind have offered no steadier advice, no suggestions
based more firmly on principle, than those of politicians*
While the popular Press has dissuaded all who use their
minds intelligently from believing what they read,, the
more responsible papers—those which at any rate profess

